Stable genotypic composition of blood cells in allophenic mice derived from congenic C57BL/6 strains.
Random shifts in blood cell genotypic composition are commonly observed in allophenic mice. This phenomenon was studied in 16 mosaic mice produced from very closely related strains, and no such changes were observed in the mosaic composition of erythrocytes, platelets, and lymphocytes over a period of 14 weeks. Furthermore, the mosaic distribution of a large group (66) of these mosaic mice was markedly biased in favor of those animals containing major contributions of both strains. This contrasts with what is normally found in collections of allophenic mice, in which the mosaic distribution curves are usually much flatter. While most allophenic mice have been produced from inbred strains with many genetic differences our results were obtained with congenic strains. This suggests that both properties, the unstable mosaic composition of blood cells and the flat mosaic distribution curves, are caused by specific genetic differences between cells of the two strains and are not inherent properties of allophenic mice. We propose that genetic differences cause these phenomena by inhibiting the mixing of cells of the two strains. Such might occur for example if, throughout development, cells of the same H-2 haplotype had greater affinity for each other than for ones of disparate H-2 haplotypes.